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Abstracts 1

Analysis of Positional Performance of Shahriar Administrative

Town Based on the Principles of Passive Defense

Hasan Hosseini Amini1

The discussion of passive defense especially its application in geopolitics and urban development

has a long history. The proof of this claim can be traced in Islam early wars (i,e. Salman Farsi) and

defensive measures such as digging moats, making a fort and making citadels in ancient Iran, as

well, but regarding the technological advancements and fundamental changes in military weapons,

it is undoubtedly necessary to apply modern passive defense measures in reducing damages and

fatalities of modern wars especially in cities.

Iran as an independent international player, having ideological objectives such as religious

democracy, authoritarianism(seeking dignity), anti-hegemony, preserving territorial integrity,

political independence, pattern of local development, power creating, recreating power, creating

civilization, spiritual civilization, imperial basis created by the Great koroush and due to its

location in the Middle East and unique positions it holds in terms of geopolitics, geostrategy,

geoeconomy, geoculture, geomedia with an experience of thousand years pioneering global

civilization, geo-ideology, hydropolitics, aerostrategy and global responsibility, is feared and

threatened by global hegemony headed by the US and the Zionist Regime of Israel.

This research is of applied nature and the variables to be studied include identification of vital,

sensitive and important locations in Shahriar to reduce damages inflicted by an enemy attack and to

enhance defensive power and the national resistance threshold intended for defensive urban

development and a powerful town. The information collection method is primarily of library basis

and regarding this research, field studies(interviews) have been implemented, as well. In this essay,

we have made use of the matrix method to study the compatibility of Shahriar urban system with

the principles of passive defense which deals with the identification of Shahriar Administrative

Town and the consequences of concentration of more than 40 centers in this town. The results of the

research show the lack of implementing the principles of passive defense in Shahriar Administrative

Town.
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